Cycle Skills Network Audit

• Discovering key barriers to cycling
and accessibility

• Identifying areas with greatest cycling
potential

• Targeting school and workplace cycle
training

• Travel plan development

• Producing skill-based cycling maps

CSNA results are GIS-based, with a
colour-coded “Level of Service” plan of the
network, showing which areas are most
favourable for cycling. They can be used for:

Uses

It reveals accessibility by bicycle and
highlights barriers to cycling. CSNA is based
on a consistent methodology using trained
auditors and is exclusive to Transport
Initiatives.

What is Cycle Skills Network Audit (CSNA)
An audit classifying roads, paths and
crossings in terms of the UK National
Cycle Training Standard (Bikeability) Level
needed to be able to ride in comparative
safety.

Why has CSNA been developed?
• Encouraging cycling has focused
on infrastructure but many measures
are poor or over-engineered
• Resources are relatively limited, even
with new initiatives such as Cycling
England’s “Cycle Towns”
• DfT’s “Cycle Infrastructure Design”
(2008) recommends addressing on-road
cycling first, with off-road measures
only where this is not feasible
• CSNA follows this guidance and can
help deliver a more effective way of
providing for cyclists, making best use
of the existing network – “routes for
cyclists”, not “cycle routes”
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How does CSNA work?

The CSNA takes as its starting point the three Bikeability levels:
Level 1 Beginner: Off-road cycle control skills
Level 2 Intermediate: Introduction to riding on roads with light traffic
Level 3 Advanced: On-road riding in heavy traffic and using complex junctions

Level 1
Traffic-free routes & crossings, plus shared
spaces with very low traffic flows – suitable
for all cyclists

The audit classifies the network (including roads, cycle tracks and other off-road paths)
into seven categories:

Potential Level 1
Key traffic-free routes & crossings unavailable
to cyclists (due to legal / physical issues)

Level 2 Off-peak
Classified Level 3 at
peak and Level 2 at
others

Level 3.5
Roads & crossings with a very high level of risk,
unsuitable for even highly experienced cyclists

Level 2.5
Roads / cycle tracks at
Bikeability Level 2,
except for turning
movements across
traffic

Level 2
Roads / cycle tracks & crossings suitable for
cyclists at Bikeability Level 2

Level 3
Roads / cycle tracks & crossings suitable
only for cyclists at Bikeability Level 3
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